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Yi Mama brought the three of them to a courtyard. It was very spacious and there were many rooms. 

 

 

There were two beautiful handmaidens waiting at the door. After bowing, they stood behind Yi Mama. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu and the other two thought that they would have to choose their own rooms, unexpectedly, 

Yi Mama said, “The three of you will stay in this room in the middle. Zhi Hua and Zhi Qin will stay in the 

side room. If you have any problems, you can look for them at any time. “I won’t arrange for you to 

study etiquette today. We will gather in the courtyard at midnight tomorrow. dismissed.” 

 

 

Jin Zhi and Qing Lan chatted and laughed as they entered the room, leaving Yun Chujiu on the spot. Yun 

chujiu didn’t think much of it and asked the two maids with a smile, “Are we going to settle the dinner 

ourselves, or is someone going to deliver it to us?” 

 

 

Zhi Hua and Zhi Qin were stunned. They never thought that Lin Chuchu would ask for food. This was a 

little different from her fairy-like appearance. 

 

 

“Miss Chuchu, there is someone to deliver dinner. We will inform you when it’s time for dinner,”Zhi Hua 

said respectfully. 

 

 

“That’s great. The food in the saintly virgin palace must be very good. I Can’t Wait! You must call me 

when the time comes!”Yun Chujiu said and hopped into the house. 



 

 

Zhi Hua and zhi Qin looked at each other. Was this Lin Chuchu really one of a kind? Why did they feel 

like she was a foodie! 

 

 

Yun Chujiu entered the house and saw that Jin Zhi and Qing Lan were already making the bed. The 

position at the door was the worst, so they left the bed at the door to Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu didn’t care. She took out her luggage and started to make the bed. After making the bed, she 

laid on the bed and her legs trembled uncomfortably. 

 

 

Qing Lan’s heart skipped a beat. She curled her lips and said to Jin Zhi, “Jin Zhi, this first place should 

have been yours to begin with. I don’t know what dirty tricks Lin Chujiu used to stay in there for such a 

long time.” 

 

 

Qing Lan understood Jin Zhi’s personality. She knew that if she said this, Jin Zhi would definitely go and 

find trouble with Lin Chuchu. Perhaps the two of them would start a fight. When that happened, the 

saint would have a very bad impression of the two of them, then, she would reap the benefits. 
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Sure enough, Jin Zhi threw away the blanket in her hand when she heard Qing Lan and walked to Yun 

Chujiu’s bed. 

 

 



However, before Jin Zhi could say anything, Yun chujiu suddenly jumped off the bed and onto the 

ground. Jin Zhi was shocked and could not help but take a few steps back. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu had one hand on her waist, she pointed at Jin Zhi with one hand. “Jin Zhi, let’s not get into 

each other’s business. I don’t want to get into a conflict with you. Moreover, I think your understanding 

of swordsmanship is very good. I have some admiration for You! “Moreover, during the swordsmanship 

test, you didn’t kill that guard at the last moment, which means that you still have some conscience. So 

as long as you don’t provoke me, I won’t Teach You a lesson! 

 

 

“But, can you please be a little more intelligent before you do anything? “That White Lotus is clearly 

trying to sow discord between us. Can’t you see it? “When she was competing with that guard, she even 

used a honey trap. It’s really disgusting! One look and you could tell that it wasn’t anything good! 

 

 

If your IQ were to come back online, you could recall the details of your interactions. Were you 

repeatedly used by her? I’m really worried about your IQ. Can’t you tell that you’re using someone else 

to kill someone? 

 

 

Right, that White Lotus, I’m warning you. All your tricks are useless in front of me. Don’t waste your 

energy! “Although Jin Zhi doesn’t have a brain, she’s not an idiot. If you try to use the same trick again, 

you’ll probably be beaten to a pulp. You’ll have to deal with it yourself!” 


